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• Vegetation Classes





• Temporal Variations: (1) Short Term (hours to days)
(2) Long Term (Seasonal)
• Effect of Rain
• Emergence of a User Community
• Concluding Remarks
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• Small Perturbation Model
• Physical Optics Model
• Geometric Optics Model
• Phase Perturbation Method
• Full Wave Model
• Integral Equation Model
Models agree with experimental observations only under
certain conditions. Overall, models not useful.
B. Michigan Empirical Model
• Frequency Range : 1-10 GHz
• Angular Range :20 °- 70 °
• Roughness range : s = 0.32 cm to s = 4.0 cm
(expected validity for any s >0.3 cm)
• Moisture range : 0.05 g/cm 3 to 0.31 g/cm 3
Moisture Sampling Depth
L-Band (1.25 GHz) : Average Moisture of Top 10 cm layer
C-Band (5.3 GHz) : Average Moisture of Top 3 cm layer
X-Band (9.5 GHz) : Average Moisture of Top 1 cm layer
Sampling Depth = Z / 3
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If radar measures o"O, o"O, and O-°v at a given frequency
and angle, both s and mv can be determined from the ratios:
p=a°/o °
q= a°v/a °










Note: p(dB)= 1010g(G O / G°)= o-O(dB)_ GO(dB)
q(dB) = G°v (dB)- o-v°(dB).
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RADAR RESPONSE TO VEGETATION
• OBJECTIVES
• To Discriminate/Classify Vegetation Classes
• To Estimate Biomass
• To Estimate LAI
• To Estimate Soil Moisture
• To Monitor Changes (deforestation, growth, stress, etc.)
• Other
• VEGETATION CANOPY
• Structure: (1) Macro (tree or plant scale): Tree height,
density, ground cover
(2) Micro (wavelength scale): Leaves,
branches
• Dielectric Properties
• Ground Cover (soil, debris, undergrowth, etc.)
• TOOLSWavelength • APPROACH
• Polarizations • Theory
• Phase Statistics • Observations
• Incidence Angle • Lab
• Time • Field
• Air SAR _
• Satellite __
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VV Polarization, 50 °
_ Sugar maple
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CalibraLed AIRSAR lles4_a_J4 at L-Band Lo StaaMiag_
IFoc_IL Bieiass
0
y = - 13.43 + 4.6x - 0.76x'2
HH polarization
HV polarization
y = - 22.22 ÷ 7.24x - 1.48x'2










• Loblolly pine (Duke Forest,
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• Vdhile ced_ s'a,_mp
Non-forested
" Grass (dry soil)
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e White Spruce -- Thawed
• White SlXUee - Frozen
t_ Black Spruce - Thawed
• Black Spruce -- Frozen
,,, Balsam poplar - Thawed
• Balsam Poplar -- Frozen
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• Alder - Froz_
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• Observation versus Theory (MIMICS)
• Biomass Response (Deciduous and Coniferous)
• Seasonal Variation (LAI)
• Deciduous
• Coniferous
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I. SURFACE SCATTERING Status
1. Retrieval of Soil Moisture and
Surface Roughness




• P-Band Quad-Pol: extends to agricultural crops
2. Effects of Organic Debris
• Extinction depends on size / _.





1. In general o ° = f (biomass, structure)
2. Extinction by crown layer increases
with frequency
3. Scattering by foliage and small branches:
• negligible at P and L Bands




4. Scattering by trunks and large branches:
• dominates at P and L Bands




• Even P-Band is insensitive to high biomass
forests (Pacific NW _=_500 t0ns/ha)
6. Innundation under Forest Cover
L-Band HH I
7. Effects of Intercepted Precipitation
• negligible at P Band
• _=I dB increase or decrease at L-Band
• ---2 dB increase at C-Band
8. Freezing of Vegetation Leads to














10. LAI Foliar Biomass Estimation




11. Multi-Date Observations: Very Powerful Tool
• Requires good Relative Calibration (Stability) ___-+1 dB
• Requires good Absolute Calibration -=+ 1 dB
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